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Traffic Management Team Leader 

Cumbria County Council 

Skirsgill Depot 

Penrith 

CA10 2BQ 

Ref Eden TRO 

Dear Ms McClennan 

We are writing in response to your letter dated 7th March 2022 concerning proposals to introduce 
parking restrictions and to amend waiting restrictions on North Road / Hartley Road in Kirkby Stephen, 
apparently prompted by requests from residents. The residents of 28 North Road are unaware of any 
such requests, we oppose your proposals completely and think that you are trying to fix a situation 
which is not broken. 

To begin with we would like to know exactly what the nature of these requests are in relation to 
improving the availability of on street parking for residents, as your plans seem likely to achieve the 
exact opposite? Since taking on the property in October 2013 we cannot honestly point to any issues 
with parking.  

It is true that when local businesses are open some of the parking spaces outside resident’s properties 
are occupied temporarily, and you may have to park somewhere else for a short while. We cannot 
recall anyone falling out over parking on North Road and people behave like adults parking 
responsibly, with consideration for others. Events at the Masonic Hall also increase the demand for 
parking principally in the evenings but also during the day. 

Moving on to Hartley Road the only issues that spring to mind there is when two vehicles arrive at a 
narrow spot together, not an unusual occurrence in Cumbria, when this occurs someone gives way to 
the other party and they carry on, no drama just a slight delay. When vehicles are parked in Hartley 
Road in accordance with the current rules there is no more restriction than if the vehicle proceeds to 
the narrow bridge over the Eden, parking is not an issue here, but Based upon the current considerate 
parking used on Hartley Road we can see the loss of another 4-5 spaces there in your proposal.  

Currently there are in place some single yellow lines (8am – 6pm Mon -Sat) which even extend into 
town which people treat as double yellow as they are sensible (i.e. no one parks on them except for 
some visitors to the Coast to Coast and deliveries). On the subject of the Coast to Coast we have a 
local business, which like many others has suffered through the pandemic and relies on people being 
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able to park along North Road whilst their food is prepared, we would see their business being unfairly 
penalised by the proposed changes. 

The East side of North Road currently has one disabled bay around 1.5 cars in size (8am - 6pm Mon to 
Sat) as well as an area between 24 & 28 marked Keep Clear (these markings should be removed as 
they carry no purpose, they are in front of the passage to 26 & 28 but this passage cannot be accessed 
by a vehicle, we know we live there). Moving North along the road the single yellow line currently 
starts outside the door of number 14 so parking can be undertaken from here South to the disabled 
parking space, it seems that the new permit holder area will start halfway through number 18 losing 
2-3 parking spaces from North Road.  

The introduction of these proposed changes will have the effect of moving vehicles elsewhere such as 
the compact Church Green area and causing problems there. Currently an option of alternative 
parking Is Silver Street (08.30 - 16.30 Mon to Fri) in the new plan this option is being reduced each day 
by 2 hours and is no longer an option on a Saturday.  

Looking further at the map there is a proliferation of new yellow lines were none are currently present 
we do not think these or the signage to go with them are necessary in an area which is largely a 
conservation area. Do we really need double yellow lines all of the way from 1 North Road to Hartley 
Road and 2 North Road to Hartley Road were no lines currently exist, they’re not needed as people 
park with consideration along this section of road. 

One final point as we pay our council tax for the address and are on the council records it would have 
been better to receive a personal address on this matter rather than one addressed to the 
owner/occupier. 

Yours sincerely  

Kevin and Cath Stanley 
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